Shannen Says
8 X 60’
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Rules of Engagement
Shannen and Kurt finally set a wedding date – seven weeks’ time. Shannen tries to plan the
wedding on her own, but she soon realises it’s getting too complicated, so enlists David Tutera to
help plan the wedding of her dreams. To complicate things, Kurt chooses to play football instead
of spending time with Shannen on Sunday, leading to a fight about priorities.

2. Location, Location, Location
Shannen needs to find a venue, and there’s only one place she wants to have her wedding – at
good friend Chris Cortazzo’s ranch. With Chris on board to provide the wedding location, Shannen
can’t wait to show it to David Tutera. But, Shannen’s dream wedding location runs into a roadblock
when she and David have differing views on the layout.

3. Shannen’s Ready, Is Kurt?
David Tutera has some changes in mind to make Shannen’s wedding venue work, but he’s not
sure how she will react. With five weeks until her wedding day, Shannen begins the search for her
wedding and reception dresses. When Rosa offers up her own wedding dress, Shannen decides
she will alter it, and have three dresses on her wedding day.

4. When It Comes To Kurt’s Career, He’s Single
When Kurt reveals to Shannen that the photo shoot in Prague has come through, Shannen isn’t
happy. This great job opportunity will take Kurt out of the country for a week – only three weeks
before the wedding. When Kurt leaves for Madrid without saying goodbye, Shannen wonders if the
wedding will even happen.

5. A Wedding in Prague-Ress
With Kurt still in Madrid, Shannen is unable to make decisions, and when Kurt returns, Shannen
won’t talk to him. Unsure of where their relationship is headed, Kurt makes a last ditch effort to
rekindle their relationship by inviting Shannen to come to Prague. In Prague, they work on their
differences and rekindle their love. The wedding is back on.
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6. Dress Mess
Shannen makes a mad rush to find vendors that can take care of her wedding needs. Luckily,
Shannen’s uncle Ben comes to town to add some much needed support. But when Kurt returns
from Prague, he finds Shannen in tears. Her wedding dresses look nothing like how she
envisioned them, and she now has very little time to fix them.

7. The Wedding Gift
With only a week before the wedding, Kurt scrambles to find the right wedding gift for Shannen
and pulls off a great surprise. Last minute meetings with wedding vendors yield the perfect
designer for Shannen’s two wedding dresses. And, with all the chaos leading up to their wedding,
Kurt and Shannen forgot to get a marriage licence.

8. The Wedding
It’s the big day. David Tutera has transformed the Cortazzo Ranch into the dream wedding
Shannen always envisioned. With a wedding dress code strictly enforced and a breathtaking walk
up the aisle, Shannen and Kurt tearfully exchange vows while media helicopters circle overhead.
Guests enjoy a cigar and perfume bar and Shannen, Kurt, friends and family dance to live music.
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